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Shared Passion for Healthy Vision and Better Life

Proper Replacement

'oJ Replacing lenses properly-as prescribed
by your eye care professional-contributes
to healthy, comfortable lens wear.

'"" AIR OPTIX'. AQUA has a recommended
replacement schedule of up to 4 weeks
which is easy to remember.

Proper Care

'"" Throughout the day,
contact lenses can get dirty
with protein deposit buildup.
Clean with Clear Care'"
and feel the difference.

'oJ Hydrogen peroxide bubbles
to actively clean and remove
protein from your lenses, while
killing germs and bacteria that
can cause eye infections.

Clear Care is clinically proven #1 for
comfort: .•cleaning' and clarity of vision:

With proper replacement
and care, you can be more
comfortable in your contacts.
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Surprise your eyes with a
one-month" FREEt trial pair.

Now is the perfect time to experience

comfort on contact. A unique moisture

agent makes AIR OPTIX AQUA lenses so

comfortable that from the moment you

put them in you may hardly notice them.

Experience contact lenses that offer

a healthy, natural feeling and lasting

comfort through a month of wear.'

They're everything you're looking for

in a premium lens, without the premium

price tag. Ask your eye care professional

about a one-month" free! trial pair of

AIR OPTIX AQUA lenses today.
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Experience an advanced combination
of oxygen and moisture.

When it comes to wearing contacts, oxygen is

key for achieving healthy-looking and healthy-

feeling eyes. Fact is, AIR OPTIX AQUA contact

lenses allow up to 5x more oxygen through the

lens than traditional soft contact lenses.

---- Lubricates
A new, unique moisture agent
for comfort on contact.

~

•J / rr- ~:~t~~~~~~ns material to help
~ / ~ maintain moisture for comfort all day.

(S- J1 Sustains
, ~ An ultra-smooth surface with superior~~ <!!!!A wettability" and excellent deposit~_____-=:7 resistance' for comfort every day.

The unique AQUA Moisture System

lubricates for comfort on contact, helps maintain

moisture for comfort all day, and has excellent

deposit resistance for comfort every day.
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